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Abstract. Simulation codes currently used in the foundry industry are 
primarily used to predict casting quality, quality tied mainly to the location 
of defects such as shrinkage (voids of shrinkage origin). The effective use 
of the simulation system requires identification and knowledge of, adapted 
to the reality, physical parameters (thermal) of the casting - mould system. 
The lack of as complete as a possible identification of these values, used in 
modelling dependencies, is the cause of limitation of the development and 
scope of models describing casting solidification. The development 
condition of the simulation code in the foundry practice is the correct 
model installation and the use of the database corresponding to the model. 
The following application presents the analysis of the impact of simulation 
parameters on the prediction of the casting defects.  

1 Introduction 
The casting of metals and alloys is a method of production of products, called simply casts, 
which gives wide possibilities of their geometric shape and simultaneous impact on their 
local functional features. The current global weight of casting production reaches 112.7 
million tons [1].  
The introduction of the alloy into the mould cavity is followed by a series of intense 
physical and chemical processes of interaction in a casting-mould system resulting from the 
heat shock, which the mould material is subjected to [2]. It is believed that the vast majority 
of the problems and casting defects take place in the period of filling the mould [3]. At the 
same time, however, there are wide possibilities of controlling the solidification and 
cooling of the casting, following the classic and/or special procedures provided for in the 
design concept of casting, possible to use for a given alloy, for a particular technology and 
in the function of the expected functional features resulting from the use of a cast. 
In the classical approach for technology design, manufacturing of castings of good 
(assumed by the designer/user) quality, with the lowest possible amount of defects even 
below the threshold of, the so called, permitted defects following with the usual and today 
applied procedure, requires specimen castings to check (by means of control tests, 
including non-destructive testing on castings, their fragments, cast-on test bars) the 
effectiveness of this technology. Making specimen castings in the case of the assumed 
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correction of casting technology, increases the cost of production preparation and greatly 
affects the time for obtaining the first castings for the sale, which is of particular 
importance to the prototype castings, and especially single castings. Therefore, a rational 
procedure of optimization of the design of casting technology has involved the use of 
computer systems to support this process, also known in foundry as simulation codes. This 
is not to abandon the operation and quality control procedures. On the contrary, advanced 
principles of technology design and adherence to the principle of "tolerance of damage" 
[4,5] impose special requirements especially for non-destructive testing of castings [6,7] 
and at the same time become a permanent opportunity to support validation activities 
relating to computer systems. The concept of virtualization and validation are inextricably 
linked with the effective use of simulation codes. 

2 Special condition of modelling of casting processes 

With the development of microelectronics and the increase in computing power 
the mechanical engineering industry gradually introduced CAD / CAM systems in the field 
of machining and CAD / CAE programs to support design activities using of simulation 
[8,9,10]. Founding with aided design and manufacturing of castings was without doubt  
a pioneer in the area of simulation [11,12]. Simulation codes currently used in the foundry 
industry are primarily used to predict casting quality, quality tied mainly to the location of 
defects such as shrinkage (voids of shrinkage origin) [13,14]. 
Given the sequence of stages of the formation of the casting and the possibility of 
controlling its quality, modelling of the phenomena taking place during the casting 
solidification was the earliest issue in the theory and practice of metallurgy-casting. This 
modelling mainly related to the generation and heat flow is based on the model of the 
thermal energy dealing with thermal phenomena in a casting-mould system. It requires 
a proper, professional identification of thermo-physical parameters as input values 
(referring to casting, mould and the environment) that are necessary for these simulations  
(a component of certain conditions). 
It can be stated that the primary purpose of modelling of casting solidification includes 
virtual generation of a description (in time and space) of movement of the division surface 
between the solid and liquid phase [15]. Describing the state of the surface, characterized 
by different development (known as the morphology of solidification/crystallization front) 
and taking into account the different dimensional scales of discretisation grid, the 
phenomena related to the mechanisms of the creation of various phases that make up the 
structure of the casting, assuming in advance the level of simplification of phenomena, can 
be introduced. Historically speaking, Rappaz [16] details the discretization scales of 
modelling, formally dividing them into four groups relating to four simulations (modelling) 
code generations, covering the aspects of crystallization and solidification of castings, 
namely the macro, meso, micro and nanoscales. In [17], he proposes three different criteria 
for the division of modelling scales. Unfortunately, most of the described models, included 
in, the so-called, multiphysics family, in terms of creating mechanisms and structure 
prediction, refer to the geometric modelling of local, i.e. very small, isolated areas, without 
reference to the whole casting [18]. E.g. only the single growth of equiaxed crystals is 
generated, or at most the growth of several crystals (dendrites), most often in 2D, out of 
context of actual conditions [19]. It cannot, therefore, bring expected by practitioners 
translation to the application even for ingots with a simple shape, not to mention castings of 
more complex shapes and larger sizes. Therefore, we must continue to search for effective 
solutions in the field of modelling from the area and Multiscale Multiphysics. These 
approaches show how to recognize the problem of simultaneous modelling of several 
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physical phenomena within the coupled models, including the alternate use of the scale of 
discreet distribution (macro-micro). The aim is an attempt to approach the complex 
reflection of the actual process. This, however, puts forward new tasks of validation, which 
must be taken up parallel with the creation of the models provided for coupling, not to 
mention the availability (or defining) additional parameters "operating" these new models 
(with a different degree of simplicity, and therefore the parameters that include in the 
simplification). 

3 Methodology of validation of foundry simulation codes 

The effective use of the simulation system requires identification and knowledge of, 
adapted to the reality, physical parameters of the casting-mould system. In this case, the 
user of code to master the phase of pre-processing, which is the best possible, 
corresponding to the actual casting-mould system, formulation of the model, which, along 
with the relevant differential equations also includes defined certain conditions (geometric 
conditions, the physical parameters of the casting-mould, initial and boundary conditions). 
The credibility of performed simulations depends on the reliability of these certain 
conditions, which unfortunately often is performed by users in a way too "automatic" (i.e., 
using the "setup - default") differing (due to lack of complete knowledge and experience of 
the user) from the real conditions of the system. 
The proper use of the casting simulation code requires knowledge, a proper understanding 
and recognition of procedures to identify the parameters of the modeled thermal 
phenomena and an appropriate approach to their validation. 
The sets of coefficients in publications [20,21], handbooks[22,23] and manuals are, for the 
users of simulation codes, the first source of acquisition of physical data formally needed 
for simulation calculations [24]. In the literature, there are papers on thermophysical 
parameters used in casting processes, concerning molding sands [25], cast metal-ceramic 
composites foams [26] and other materials [27,28].While singing them, the users should 
note that the coefficients as the research results presented in these sources were determined 
in conditions that were often not corresponding to the conditions of the actual time-
temperature casting process (not going into details as to the type of alloy and forms). 
So one should pay special attention to the usefulness of the data used for the calculation and 
simulation methods and look for their completing and verification methods.The validation 
of each simulation code used in the foundry domain requires an individual approach due to 
its specificity. This validation can be elaborated based on experimental results or in 
particular cases by comparison the simulation results from different codes. 
Only effective validation activities determine the actual usefulness of the simulation code to 
optimize the concept of casting technology. The scheme of classification of information 
sources for validation is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of casting model validation. Sources and transfer of information in casting 

production. 

The first validation step should always involve the adjustment of thermo-physical 
properties and the boundary conditions in the database of the simulation code to the actual 
conditions of the casting-mold system, to perform experiments based on thermal analysis of 
the real-time duration of the process (using sources of I group, Fig. 1). This type of 
validation is called validation of energy and should lead to revisions of the database made 
by the methods of solving inverse issues. Validation of material data determined in this way 
would necessitate simultaneous validation of the whole model (comparison of the results 
simulation and of real casting process, Fig. 2). However, the problem lies in the fact that 
this set of parameters obtained by the inverse solution should match dimensionally and 
geometrically in the sense of validation to the other castings, which always requires 
detailed analyzes. 
The inverse problem solution for the cast iron solidification experiment in a sand mould is 
presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4. Results of experimental studies in form of cooling curves of 
castings and their derivatives, along with curves of heating in the mould are presented in 
Fig.4a. Based on the minimum of the first derivative, the plate solidification times were 
determined. Times of solidification were used to carry out the energetic validation.  
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Fig. 2. Scheme of energetic/dynamic validation with the comparison criterion. 

As a result of the validation studies, carried out according to the scheme shown in Fig.2, 
satisfying compatibility between curves from the simulation and the experiment was 
achieved. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig.4b. A good agreement between 
times of solidification in the experiment and the simulation was obtained. The values of 
obtained solidification times are shown in the graphs. 
The second validation step takes place when a casting process is completed and include 
studies of selected features of the structure and quality of castings (using sources of II 
group, Fig. 1). 
It is supposed that the uncertainty of thermophysical material data (in preprocessing) is 
associated with a lack of sufficient experimental data (sources of I group). This fact makes 
energetic validation difficult. In this case it is inferred that only one possible estimation of 
simulation quality results from the second set of data (sources of II group). The thermo-
physical parameters determined based on the described validation procedure (in the first 
validation step) were used for a simulation of the casting process. The results of th 
simulation using the Procast code (forecasting of shrinkage porosity) were compared with 
the real casting are presented in Fig. 5.a.  
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  b.  

c.    d.  
Fig. 3. Validation studies, a. Measuring core and mould instrumentation, b. experimental stand for 

cooling curves recording, c.  3D model of casting arrangement, d. simulation results. 

a. b.  
Fig. 4. Coolinga nd heating curves a. Results of the experimental studies, b. Results of the simulation 

studies. 

a. b.  
Fig. 5.a. Results of the simulation (shrinkage porosity) – Procast, b. shrinkage porosity visible on the 

real casting surface after machining. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this study, the permanent need for simulation and experimental tests synergy which 
follow to improve confidence level to results of virtualization process of casting 
manufacturing was emphasised. 
It was emphasized also, that the correctly prepared experimental validation supposes to be 
the only way to collect the knowledge and to supplement the database to regard the virtual 
properties map as close enough to reality. 
Based on the obtained results of simulation calculations using the determined thermo-
physical data of the mould sand are similar to the experiment results. A good compatibility 
of times of solidification of the plates castings was obtained (energetic validation condition 
was fulfilled). Also, a proper shape of heating curves was obtained from the simulation, in 
comparison with those recorded in the mould. 
Well, the results showed, the issue of corrective modifications of material databases of each 
specific code of simulation introduced to the foundry remains one of the most important 
conditions for full use of the casting simulation codes. 
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